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Pro-life Events Around Ohio
We want to keep you informed!
Find out what you need to know about prolife activities in your area.
Click Here to see what’s happening and where to find it!
FIND EVENTS HERE!

~1~

South Carolina House Passes
Abortion Ban with Rape
Exception. Babies Conceived in
Rape Less Human?
By a vote of 67-35, the South Carolina House of Representatives passed a bill
that purports to ban abortion.
On Wednesday, the House voted down a more principled abortion ban that
would have also protected the right to life of children conceived in rape causing
celebrations among radical leftists on social media.
However, the pro-abortion cause for celebration was short lived as the House
moved to amend the bill to include exceptions for rape and incest and then
proceeded to pass the bill.
With the media on the warpath to promote their unholiest secular sacraments

of abortion, many politicians have been hesitant to call out the media and
boldly proclaim the pro-life message.
For now, this has caused Republicans in states like Indiana and South
Carolina to violate their pro-life principles by introducing politically correct, but
deeply immoral exceptions, that will allow innocent children to be killed
thorough abortion under the cover of law.
American Prolifer Full Read HERE!

~2~

93% of OB-GYNs in America
Refuse to Kill Babies in Abortions.
Across America, obstetricians and gynecologists
provide life-saving medical care to women every
day without ever having to abort an unborn baby,
according to a medical association representing 7,000 pro-life OB-GYNs.
This week, the American Association of Pro-Life Obstetricians and
Gynecologists (AAPLOG) began a new campaign to help Americans
understand that killing unborn babies in abortions is not health care. It
published a fact sheet, “Myth vs. Fact: Correcting Misinformation on
Maternal Medical Care,” that refutes nine of the most common lies about
abortion.
To prove its point, AAPLOG pointed to a 2017 study from the pro-abortion
Guttmacher Institute that found very few OB-GYNs actually do abortions.
Perhaps the reason is because they, like tens of thousands of other
doctors across the U.S., recognize that unborn babies are second patients in
every pregnancy and their lives are valuable.
The OB-GYN association defended pro-life laws from attacks, too, saying they
help women by ensuring that abortion facilities provide accurate information
and are prepared to help patients suffering from medical emergencies.
“For example, ultrasounds help verify the gestational age, which is critical to
accurately assessing the risks associated with an abortion,” AAPLOG wrote.
“The further along in the pregnancy a woman is, the greater risk she faces from
an abortion. There is no way to provide accurate informed consent for a
woman if the gestational age of her pregnancy is not certain.”
Since the U.S. Supreme Court overturned Roe v. Wade on June 24, more than
a dozen states have begun enforcing laws that protect unborn babies from
abortion.
Full LifeNews Article HERE!

~3~

Canada Is Euthanizing Its Sick and
Poor. Welcome to World of
Government Health Care.
Many leftists tout Canada’s socialized health
care system as something America should
emulate, claiming government-run health care is more humane. But it seems
Canadian officials are more interested in urging doctors to help patients to kill
themselves than to treat them.
There are a flurry of stories of Canadians choosing to die over living through
crushing poverty. The Spectator reported on a woman who chose because
she “simply cannot afford to keep on living.”
As the Canadian government pays for health care, it is incentivized to cut costs
as much as possible. Based on how eager some hospitals seem to push
euthanasia, the government seems to have concluded that it’s cheaper to kill
people than to cure them.
That’s ditto for the disabled and mentally ill.
This culture of government-endorsed death cannot be allowed to come to
America.
Our costly health care system is far from perfect, but at least it isn’t wholesale
encouraging people to end their own lives.

Daily Signal Read HERE!

~4~

Voters in 5 States Will Decide if
Babies are Killed in Abortions,
Pro-Lifers Must Get Involved!
Voters in at least four states will have the
opportunity in November to decide what to do
about abortion.
Voters in California, Kentucky, Montana, and Vermont will decide abortionrelated ballot initiatives during midterm elections Nov. 8. Michigan voters also
may weigh in.
“Constitutional ballot initiatives are notoriously confusing and complicated,”
Mallory Carroll, vice president of communications for Susan B. Anthony ProLife America, told The Daily Signal. “That’s why it’s incumbent on the pro-life
movement and pro-life Americans to fully educate themselves on exactly what

each amendment before them would do.”
California is one of three states, along with Kentucky and Vermont, where
voters will consider amending their state constitutions regarding abortion.
Montana is taking steps to protect babies born alive during botched abortions.
The Michigan Board of State Canvassers will meet Aug. 31 to decide whether
to include a pro-abortion initiative on the ballot.
If the question gets on the ballot and voters approve it, the Michigan
Constitution would guarantee an “individual’s right to reproductive freedom.”

LifeNews Article HERE!

~5~

WH Spokesperson Admits Biden Is
‘Extremist’: Here Are 7 Examples
Biden’s Extreme Abortion Activism: Biden
derided the Texas Heartbeat law as “so extreme”
that it’s “almost un-American.” Biden made it possible to dispense
“medication abortion” via telehealth. Joe Biden has repeatedly stated
he supports taxpayer funding of abortion-on-demand.
Biden’s Promotion of Extreme Gender Ideology: Biden supports allowing
minors to undergo permanent and life-altering surgeries, including touting
mastectomies and genital mutilation as “appropriate care for transgender
minors” — even though science shows the human brain does not fully
develop until age 25. The Biden administration proposed a rule to interpret
Title IX as though it applied to “gender identity,” which would require schools to
allow men who identify as women to compete against women in sports. In
June, the Biden administration threatened to withhold federal funding for the
school lunch program unless schools allow transgender children to use the
restroom of their choice.
Biden’s Open Borders Extremism: Though Joe Biden’s lax border security
policies have led to a record-breaking level of illegal immigration, DHS
Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas told the media in July, “We are doing a good
job.” Pew Research found last year that 87% of Americans want Biden to
increase border staffing and resources, 79% want to reduce the number of
“asylum” seekers, and 57% want to make it harder for illegal immigrants to
apply for asylum.
The Biden Administration’s Extreme Recession-Denial: For decades,
economists have agreed the nation experiences a recession if GDP shrinks for
two quarters (six months) in a row. The U.S. met that definition of
recession in July. Yet the Biden administration insisted no one should believe
we are in a recession.

Biden’s Extremist Belief that More Spending Reduces Inflation: President
Biden says the “Inflation Reduction Act,” which leaves the U.S. with a $155
billion net deficit, actually “tackles inflation.” But most Americans do not
believe inflation, the phenomenon of “too many dollars chasing too few goods,”
will be lowered by printing more money.
Only Extremists Believe Biden Should Be Re-Elected: Biden
has repeatedly declared that in 2024, at the age of 81, hewill run for a
second term as president of the United States. But a whopping 64% of
Democrats said they want someone else to run in aNew York Times/Sienna
College poll in July. Only 26% of Democrats want to see him clinch their
party’s nomination.
Only Extremists Believe Biden Is Mentally Fit for Office Now:A plurality
(48%) questioned Biden’s mental fitness to be president last November in a
Politico poll. By February, 54% said Biden lacked “the mental sharpness it
takes to serve effectively as president” in a Washington Post/ABC News poll.
In May, 53% of Americans said they “have doubts” about Biden’s mental
fitness in a Harvard/Harris poll.
By his administration’s own criteria, President Joe Biden is out-of-step even
with the rest of the Democratic Party and is “extremist” on every one of the
aforementioned issues, making him among the most “extremist” political figures
in the nation and possibly a threat to the soul of America.

Washington Stand HERE

HIGH 5 FOR LIFE
To celebrate RTLACO's 5th Anniversary, we invite you to join
our RAFFLE. Click HERE for the details, rules and how to
join!

Raffle
Info!







